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From the Editor
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In this edition of Budgie News we have a major focus on the health
and well being of your budgerigars. We have an article by Dr. Hamish
Baron supplied by the World Budgerigar Organisation (www.worldbudgerigar.org), as part of their encouraged exchange of research
information, and supplied to the WBO with kind permission by the
Budgerigar magazine of The Budgerigar Society, U.K. We also have
an article from Budgerigar World, February 2006 published with the
permission of Terry Tuxford. The article is title the Use of Probiotics in
Caged and Aviary Birds by Dr. Colin Walker. These articles could be
found in the Budgie Health Check section.
There are also contributions by Stephen Mow, Martin Paoli and The
Roving Reporter.
A reminder to all members that we are looking for article contributions
for future editions of Budgie News. We are also looking for
contributions for our Member Profile and Club Profile sections to
showcase individual breeders and clubs.
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Please ensure all submissions
abide by Australian and
international copyright law.
Such contributions must be in
electronic format and include the
writer’s name, address and telephone
number.
The contents of any contribution are
the expression of the writer and not
necessarily those of the Council nor
it’s Editor. The right is reserved to edit
any submission to Budgie News for
clarity or space, or to reject it for any
reason without obligation.

Correspondence specifically on
matters of Council Business or BCV
Policy should be addressed directly to
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Subscription
Published on the BCV Website
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calendar year.

Contributions for the next publication close 22nd January 2021
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President’s Report
Dear Members,
I hope this report finds you all well and your
breeding season has delivered many good chicks
for next year’s show season. I am sure we are all
looking forward in anticipation to a more normal
year as we emerging from the cloud that has been
2020.

as a result of questioning by the Minister for
Agriculture, when we were asked what literature
was available at the point of sale that outlines
the responsible care of budgerigars. This
occurred at the time the puppy farm legislation
was being introduced.

I have really missed the show season this year,
and in saying this I think it’s more the people than
the birds, even though the conversation is usually
about the birds on the bench, it’s the people that
really makes this hobby great. So here is hoping
that by the time the show season kicks off next
year we can hold our show with minimal COVID
restrictions.

Soon after this discussion Council decided to
rework the brochure to provide more basic animal
husbandry guidelines for the new budgie owner
and direct them toward the nearest club for any
additional information. The QR code on the back
of the brochure will take the new bird owner
directly to the BCV website where more animal
welfare guidelines and initiatives will be available.

Council has developed COVID plans for the State
and local club shows and will be seeking the
appropriate approvals now that we are moving
beyond lockdown. The 2021 calender has been
provided in this edition.

I am sure we all hold animal welfare as the highest
priority for our birds. So, what can we do for our
new budgie owners to ensure their birds receive
the best care? Provide information from Budgie
Vic. We are looking for your support and your club
secretaries support to ensure these brochures get
well located in every pet shop, bird supply and
grain store across Victoria.

Personally, I was devastated to surrender the
Bendigo 2020 National show earlier this year. For
so many of our dedicated members this was a
very real disappointment but fortunately we have
been awarded the right to try again which will be
the Bendigo 2021 ANBC National Show.
Looking forward to Bendigo 2021, the plan (if
COVID permits) is to hold the National show on a
business as usual basis and importantly increase
the commitment to live streaming the classes as
they are being judged for those who choose not to
travel to Bendigo.
Shortly, you will receive a questionnaire for the
Bendigo 2021 National Show. We are seeking
your feedback about your intentions to attend
the show and if you will stay overnight or travel.
The feedback from this survey will be utilised to
determine if COVID has altered our projected
number of attendees for the weekend.
Council has been busy during the COVID
lockdown and among other things has finalised
the Budgie Vic brochure which is currently at the
printers. The one-page flyer has been upgraded

4
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We will be writing to club secretaries with two
options: provide a list of addresses and we will
mail direct to these shops etc, or we can send
the brochures to you and you can drop them off;
either way the message and connections to these
new owners is underway.
There is one thing for certain that 2020 has been
one hell of a year. I’m hoping our New Year
celebrations will be more about looking forward
to a return to a more normal life and that our
interaction with our members and general lifestyle
with birds can be enjoyed once more.
Here is hoping for a return to a normal life as soon
possible next year, Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year to one and all.
Col Flanagan
President
Budgerigar Council of Victoria

4th Quarter 2020 – Budgie News Victoria
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2021 Show & Auction Calendar for The Budgerigar Council Of Victoria
Date

Event

Club

Venue

Contact

Phone

FEBRUARY
13 Sat

Club Champ

Melton

Melton Catholic Regional College 109-141 Bulmans Rd, Melton West

Amanda Fonti

0414 011 930

14 Sun

Club Champ

Geelong

T.B.A

John Ennis

0401 914 784

MARCH
7 Sun

Adult S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

13 Sat

Club Champ

Colac

Colac Youth Hall, Hearn Street, Colac

Ray Slade

0429 540 067

14 Sun

Club Champ

Riverina

Barooga Community Hall, Barooga

Robert Randall

0438 095 995

20 Sat

Club Champ

Ballarat

Brown Hill Hall, Humphrey St, Ballarat

Simon Meagher

5335 5454

21 Sun

Club Champ

Border

Mirambeena Hall North Albury

Darrin Roulston

0415 642 348

27 Sat

Club Champ

United

T.B.A

Vic Murray

0414 344 081

28 Sun

Auction

Geelong

T.B.A

John Ennis

0401 914 784

MAY
16 Sun

Y.B. S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

22 Sat

ANBC

ANBC

Bendigo, VIC

James Smith

23 Sun

ANBC

ANBC

Bendigo, VIC

James Smith

budgeman77@
hotmail.com

29 Sun

Auction

Dandenong

KK Auction, Dingley Community Centre

Mrs Judy Wilson

9702 8070

JUNE
5 Sat

Auction

Eastern

Bedford Pk Yth Hall, Rosewarne Ln, East Ringwood

Robert Dagg

0409 652 962

12 Sat

Club Champ

Bendigo

Lockwood Sth Comm. Hall, Lockwood South

Brett Ricardo

0409 572 442

13 Sun

Auction

Western Sub.

Masonic Hall, Werribee

Wayne Cachia

0412 969 848

27 Sun

Auction

Riverina

Barooga Community Hall, Barooga

Robert Randall

0438 095 995

JULY
10 Sat

Auction

Melton

Melton Catholic Regional College 109-141 Bulmans Rd, Melton West

Amanda Fonti

0414 011 930

18 Sun

Auction

Bendigo

Lockwood Sth Comm. Hall, Lockwood South

Brett Ricardo

0409 572 442

AUGUST
7 Sat

Auction

Clyde

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Con Herouvim

0417 277 775

22 Sun

Auction

United

T.B.A.

Vic Murray

0414 344 081

SEPTEMBER
12 Sun

UBC S/Champ.

BCV

Carwatha College, Noble Park

Rod Turnbull

0400 354 178

19 Sun

UBC Show

Geelong

T.B.A

John Ennis

0401 914 784

UBC Show

United

0414 344 081

OCTOBER
Scout Hall, Irvine Road, Ivanhoe

Vic Murray

16 Sat

9 Sat

Club Champ Dandenong

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Mrs Judy Wilson

9702 8070

17 Sun

Club Champ

Nepean

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Mim McQualter

0428 857 897

24 Sun

Club Champ

Eastern

Bedford Pk Yth Hall, Rosewarne Ln, East Ringwood

Robert Dagg

0409 652 962

0412 969 848

NOVEMBER

6

7 Sun

Club Champ

Western Sub.

Masonic Hall, Werribee

Wayne Cachia

14 Sun

Club Champ

Clyde

Dingley Community Centre, Marcus Rd, Dingley

Con Herouvim

0417 277 775

27 Sat

UBC Show

Colac

Colac Youth Hall, Hearn Street, Colac

Ray Slade

0429 540 067

28 Sun

Club Champ

Baw Baw

Exhibition Hall, 15 Howitt St, Warragul

Darren Macfarlane

0418 507 379
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Secretary’s Report
Dear Members,
December – another year done and dusted!
Not a year to be recognised as “great” due to the
Pandemic – nonetheless, a year that has seen an
enormous amount of work by Council.
We have welcomed four new Councillors and
a past Councillor returning to assist with the
workload going forward.
To give members an idea of what has and is
being worked on currently please see below:
1. Colin Flanagan and Peter Thurn with five other
Zone reps and the ANBC Secretary have been
working on an ANBC Sub Committee meeting
every two weeks to progress the future of the
hobby. Recommendations were made to ANBC
delegates who will come back and finalise these
by voting in March 2021. I facilitated the Zoom
meetings and took notes and worked on creating
the documents online.
2. The POCTA Act Proposal (Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act – has been a critical
focus for Col Flanagan, Darren Macfarlane, Matt
Emond, Richard Hiscock and myself. Council
will lodge a submission by 14th December.
There have been collaborative meetings with
other animal/bird organisations to ensure we are
taking the appropriate and critical steps for our
hobby. The impact of this change could impact
Nationally as other States embark on the process
like the Puppy Farm legislation. This is a critical
step by the BCV to ensure we protect our hobby.
The group has been unbelievably committed
to this task and has done an absolute power
of work with collating and interpretation of the
Governments working document.

for our December meeting the COVID-19 list to
be emailed to Clubs in January to ensure COVID
compliance standards for all events are met. The
2021 Show Matrix Schedule is in this edition of
Budgie News. I have emailed a few clubs who
have enquired about dates and confirmations
– however, if possible, please wait until the
Calendar is sent to your Club Secretaries who will
share them with you.
4. Rings – to be posted to all Members on the
14th December. BCV has approved Express
Post to try and minimise the impact of delays in
Post and Freight Networks. There is currently a
280% increase in purchases Online based on the
effects of COVID-19. This was a concern, and
we have acted upon this to try and ensure an
accurate timeline for deliveries. No plan is perfect
– however, we have done what we can to get a
good result.
Finally, on behalf of ALL Councillors, I would like
to wish all our members wherever you are a Safe,
Healthy and Happy Christmas and New Year!
Best Regards,
James

Secretary
Budegrigar Council of Victoria

3. The Show Schedule for 2021. While we have
had more than 40 Days with no new COVID-19
cases, there will still be requirements based on
social gatherings, mask compliance and hygiene
standards that will impact each of the events on
the show calendar. Some venues have been very
forthright regarding the actual COVID plan that
will need to be presented before a booking is
confirmed and indeed the execution of the plan
during the event. The BCV have on our agenda
4th Quarter 2020 – Budgie News Victoria
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BUDGERIGAR COUNCIL OF
VICTORIA INC.
Life Members
Mr. A. Baxter

Mrs. M. Bridgeman*

Mr. E. Carter*

Mrs. L. Church

Mr. B. Cunningham*

Mr. L. Downey

Mr. C. Flanagan

Mr. H. Gulovsen*

Mr. I. Hunter

Mr. L. King*

Mr. B. O’Connell

Mrs. A. Panter

Mr. B. Panter

Mr. A. Rowe

Mr. B. Sheppard

Mr. R. Skivington

Mr B. Wilson

Mr P. Hoadley

Mr M. Bridgeman

Roll of Honour
Mrs. A. Bassett*

Mr. D. Bassett*

Mr. B. Bates*

Mr. K Bridgeman*

Mr. A. Bugg*

Mr. G. Campbell*

Mr. H. Eady*

Mr. G. Farrar*

Mr. F. Gardner*

Mr. B. Grinlington*

Mrs. S. Harrison*

Mr. H. Heath*

Mr. R. Loats*

Mr. G. Manallack*

Mr. A. Marshall*

Mr. T. Munday*

Mr. E. Raven*

Mrs. E. Russell*

Mr. H. Setford*

Mr. L. Sitlington*

Mr. E. Stafford*

Mr. B. Tucker*

Mr. L. Vines*

Mr. J. Watts*

Mrs. Z. Watts*

Mr. T. Wilson*

Mr. M. Whittaker*

Mr. A. Yeatman*

Welcome to the
Budgerigar Council of
Victoria to the following
new members!
Georgio Argyros - Eastern
And again to all new members
who joined us during 2020.
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Exhibitor Status 2021
Champion Exhibitors 2021
Appelton, T & S; Baxter, A; Bader &
Turnbull; Broughton, D; Cachia, W;
Carro Family; Cooke, E; Ennis, J; Grech
S& T; Howard, R; Huth, M; Kamel, H;
Kruisselbrink, J; Leong, J; Macfarlane,
D; Martin, B; McNamara, J; Murray,
V; Orlandi, J; Paoli, M; Randall, M & R;
Ray & German; Rowe, A; Rowe Bros;
B. Schembri; Sheppard & Flanagan;
Slade, R; Stephens, R; Thurn, P; Vella &
Thomas; Wilson & Hoadley; Ron Wilson.

Promoted from Intermediate Status to
Open Status through accumulated points:
Bradley family

Promoted from Open Status to Champion
Status through accumulated points:
B. Schembri

4th Quarter 2020 – Budgie News Victoria
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Budgie Health Check
Budgerigar feeding guide:
• Always provide an adequate supply of a clean
quality budgerigar seed mix. A cheaper mix may
have a higher percentage of less edible seed(s)
and /or husk.
• Spoiled seed, due to mould, age or faeces,
is the one of the most common cause of poor
breeding performance and recurrent illness in the
budgerigar aviary.

HEALTH AND WELFARE OF YOUR BIRDS

Animal welfare
The keeping, breeding and exhibiting of
budgerigars can be an excellent and rewarding
hobby. Regular adequate exercise, in a clean and
well fed environment, is a prerequisite for healthy,
vigorous, and fit birds. However, their care and
conditions are not adequate or appropriate, a
number of potential health and welfare issues can
arise as a result.
The above statement comes from the BCV
Animal Welfare Policy and can be found on our
website at http://www.bcv.asn.au/animalwelfare.
html
The BCV Animal Welfare Policy covers areas
including budgie health checks, budgerigar
feeding guide, supplements, parasite control,
vermin, moult, weather, ventilation, noise,
housing, cages and veterinarians who specialise
in avian species.
In this edition of Budgie News we will look at
the general animal welfare basics for the feeding
and supplements of budgerigars. The following
guidelines may be of assistance for a beginner
to this wonderful hobby and an article from
Budgerigar World, February 2006 published with
the permission of Terry Tuxford. The article is
title the Use of Probiotics in Caged and Aviary
Birds by Dr. Colin Walker, and an article by Dr.
Hamish Baron supplied by the World Budgerigar
Organisation “Tailless Wonders”.
10
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• Provide a varied diet - you should feed your bird
a combination of both a high quality commercial
food and some natural foods. e.g. fresh fruit,
vegetables, seeding grasses, native flowers,
green foods etc that are appropriate and safe.
Check with your vet and experienced aviculturist
to ensure all foods offered are appropriate and
non-toxic.
• Food should be fresh and clean, and stored in a
way that prevents deterioration or spoilage.
• Food containers should be checked daily to
ensure there is an adequate supply. Feed should
be changed regularly, rather than topped up.
• Placing a cuttlefish bone in your bird’s cage will
provide important trace minerals. Mixed grit and
a source of calcium should be available for those
bird species requiring it.
• Ensure fresh clean water is available at all times
at a temperature and quality that meets the birds’
needs and that the bird will drink. Water should
be changed daily and receptacles kept clean.
• Please do not feed your budgerigars avocado,
coffee or chocolate as these are highly toxic to
birds, among other substances.

Supplements:
• Vitamins specific to Budgerigars can be
administered at the recommended dose.
• Grits, shell and stone types, need to be fed to
help Budgerigars digest their food. Remember
that birds don’t have teeth to grind their food, but
use the grits they swallow to grind food in their
gizzard.
• Probiotics
• Minerals

USE OF PROBIOTICS
in Caged & Aviary Birds
By Dr. Colin Walker BSc, BVSc,
MRCVS, MACVSc (Avian health)
The bacteria-host relationship
Through evolution, bacteria and warm-blooded
animals have closely associated themselves to
form a closed system for mutual benefit. By trial
and error, over millennia, populations of bacteria
have evolved that are indigenous to their animal
host. The animal host receives the benefits of aid
in the digestive process, manufacture of essential
nutrients, protection against other undesirable
bacteria, assistance in control of water in the
body and other metabolic advantages. The
bacteria in return receive temperatures favourable
for their growth, a constant supply of nutrients,
and essential substances in the form of the
body’s secretions. Because of the exact nature of
this relationship, there are bacterial populations
that are the most favourable for the host animal.

Changes
Each member of this mutually beneficial
relationship is profoundly influenced by the
other. When certain changes occur in the host,
corresponding changes are reflected in bacterial
populations in the bowel. Bacterial changes may
occur as a result of stress, diet change, antibiotic
therapy and other factors. Conversely, as the
resident bacterial population changes, there
are subsequent changes in the animal’s activity.
These include alterations in the host’s ability to
digest its food and its ability to protect itself from
bowel disease. The animal host then has the
problem of getting back to an ideal relationship
with its normal resident population of bacteria.
Hopefully it can accomplish such a relationship
before subsequent challenges again upset the
ideal state.
Where animals are not stressed, have an
appropriate diet, are not crowded, are not given
drugs, do not contract infection or metabolic
diseases and live in a clean environment, an ideal
level of intestinal bacterial population may be
maintained on a rather steady basis.

In fact, no differences are generally reported in
numerous trials under these ideal conditions.

Imbalance
The conditions described above, however, do not
fit the environment under which many birds are
kept. Even in the best aviaries, under the best
care, birds are subjected to various stresses.
This means that disruption of the normal balance
of intestinal bacteria can be a common event.
If an ideal state is not maintained, utilization of
nutrients is not optimal and resistance to harmful
organisms is reduced.

What is a probiotic?
The bacteria that are normally found in the
bowel of healthy non-stressed animals can be
cultured and prepared as a medication. In this
form they are called probiotics. The probiotic
concept involves the re-feeding or reintroduction
of these bacteria to an animal. Many studies in
many countries have shown that, although these
bacteria can control and exclude other harmful
bacteria, they are in fact the most likely to be
disrupted by stress. Most probiotic products
consist of naturally occurring living cultures
of specific strains of Lactobacilli and enteric
Streptococcus (Enterococcus).

Restoring the balance
Once it was established that the feeding of
certain live bacteria to animals has the potential
to produce beneficial effects under certain
circumstances, i.e. when the normal bacterial
balance has been disrupted, the actual delivery
of these organisms from the laboratory to the
animal became the next hurdle. Pharmaceutical
companies have now overcome this. For
instance, the large Japanese pharmaceutical
company Yakult manufactures a human probiotic
(Lactobacillus casei) as a milk-based drink.

4th Quarter 2020 – Budgie News Victoria
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One million bottles are consumed by
Australians every week. Fourteen million are
consumed in Japan every day! Interestingly,
in people, studies have shown that individuals
who drink ‘Yakult’ and are exposed to
diseases such as Salmonella are much less
likely to become unwell. Probiotic use in
people has also been shown to decrease
the chance of bowel cancer. As many of
the harmful bacteria produce toxins that
are carcinogenic, i.e. can induce cancer,
their exclusion can decrease the risk of this
disease.
In birds, there are gel preparations of
probiotics for individual dosing and also
water-soluble powders to treat the flock.
These provide selected beneficial live bacteria
with excellent stability when protected from
extreme heat and moisture. Because of the
intimate relationship between the host animal
and its bacterial population, it is important that
the correct organisms are supplied in probiotic
preparation for any given species. Probiotic
supplements need to be prepared with
particular species in mind and the more types
of normal bacteria that can be provided, the
better. For use in birds, therefore, multistrain
avian-origin probiotic supplements are used.

Recent Studies
At the seventh European Association of Avian
Veterinarians conference held in April 2003 at
Loro Parque in Tenerife, an interesting paper
was presented on probiotic use in cockatiel
chicks. This paper described work done at
Louisiana State University by a team headed
by Dr. Tom Tully. Cockatiel chicks were
removed from their parents at 12 days of age
and hand rearing commenced. They were
divided into several groups, some of which
received probiotic supplementation, and some
of which did not. During the hand raising,
weight gain and the ability to resist disease
were monitored.
Results showed that there was no difference
in weight gain in healthy chicks on a good
diet. The team went on to state “Although not
significant in benefiting healthy babies being
fed an adequate diet, in all likelihood babies
being fed marginal diets by inexperienced
feeders, stressed and or diseased birds
should benefit from an avian specific probiotic
supplement fed on a daily basis”.
During hand raising the birds were deliberately
infected with disease-causing bacteria
(Pseudomonas sp, E. coli).
12
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Testing of the birds after infection with
these bacteria showed that the probioticsupplemented group was less likely to be
pathogen positive. Subsequent blood tests
showed less of an inflammatory response
(lower white blood cell count) and subsequent
histopathology showed less infection in the
intestines.
At the AU convention in October 2003 in
Chicago research work was presented by
Star Labs. Star Labs are based in Missouri
and manufacture a probiotic preparation
called “PrimaLac”. Two large trials had been
conducted with this product. In one trial
involving over 20,000 Bob White quail chicks
it was shown that probiotic-supplemented
birds, when compared to non-probioticsupplemented birds, had improved growth,
improved feed conversion, and improved
feather quality, and were more likely to survive.
They also exhibited an enhanced immune
(antibody) response. The second trial involved
approximately 15,000 pheasants. These birds
were also divided into probiotic-supplemented
and non-supplemented groups. Both groups
were then deliberately infected with Salmonella
typhimurium (a disease causing bacteria)
and then later Newcastle disease (caused
by a paramyxo virus). In both instances
approximately 25% more of the non-probioticsupplemented birds died.

Mode of action and so how do probiotics
work?
Competitive inhibition
The normal bacteria found in the bowel of
some birds during health, e.g. Lactobacillus
sp., produce lactic acid, hydrogen peroxide,
antibiotic and other substances that help
keep potential pathogens under control. In
health the lactic acid produced by the normal
bacteria keeps the PH of the contents of the
stomach and intestine low i.e. acidic. Loss of
these normal bacteria, secondary to stress,
leads to an increase in PH. As a general rule,
most pathogenic bacteria do not multiply well
in an acidic environment and so a rise in PH
creates a window of opportunity for disease
causing bacteria to invade.
As many aviculturalists are aware,
likely potential invaders include E. coli,
Pseudomonas, Candida (yeast or thrush),
Salmonella and Yersinia.

Often these organisms act as opportunists,
waiting to cause disease whenever birds
become stressed. In addition to weakly
acidifying the bowel, probiotics do much
more to help the bird, in that they produce
protective slime layers that coat the bowel
lining and also preferentially occupy receptor
sites on the bowel wall, in the process
excluding bacteria such as E. coli. They can
offer an effective natural way of combating the
problem without the need for antibiotics. By
treating the birds, we are simply flooding the
bowel with beneficial bacteria, which, through
their normal activity may re-establish health.

Appetite stimulation
Probiotics appear to have a strong appetitestimulatory effect. They are known to produce
digestive enzymes and B vitamins. These
effects help the birds to get the maximum
nutrition from their diet.

Immune stimulation
Recent work indicates that probiotics stimulate
general immunity.
Interestingly, it appears human probiotic
preparations are being developed to target
specific bacterial infections. In humans,
a bacterium Bacillus cereus causes
gastroenteritis. This infection is not fatal
but is responsible for many lost days of
work annually in the population. Rather
than being prescribed antibiotics, in the
future patients may be prescribed a specific
probiotic ‘yoghurt’ that controls the infection.
According to the companies involved, with
this technology now in place, more difficult
organisms like E. coli, which have a large
number of strains and mutate more readily, will
be tackled. Once available, these preparations
will be beneficial and useful to aviculturalists
as they will mean that such infections can be
managed without resorting to antibiotics with
their associated risk of side effects.

Use of probiotics
Although probiotic preparations have been
available for several years, there still seems
to be some uncertainty about their use. As
always when new products become available,
it is easy for misinformation to be spread.
The situation is complicated by the fact that
not all birds have the same or even similar
populations of bowel bacteria.

Birds with caeca, such as chickens, carry
large numbers of what are called gramnegative bacteria, which are capable of
causing disease in other species. In birds
such as parrots with no caeca, the number of
gram-negative bacteria is very low, but large
numbers of gram-positive bacteria are normal.
In lorikeets, virtually no bacteria are found,
while in many passerines such as canaries and
Australian finches, no permanent population of
bowel bacteria exists, with the bacteria found
in droppings being regarded as transients.
Although not a miracle cure, it does seem
that probiotics can be beneficial in certain
situations to help maintain the health of our
birds.
So when can the aviculturist use probiotics to
his advantage?

After any stress
Stress predictably disrupts the population of
bacteria found in the bowel with the beneficial
bacteria being the first ones to be lost. Once
these beneficial bacteria are removed, an
opening is created for an overgrowth of
disease causing bacteria or yeasts. This can
result in diarrhoea, decreased appetite and
a vulnerability to disease. Probiotics restore
the balance of beneficial to non-beneficial
bacteria. They are best given as soon as
possible after the stress or just before the time
of the stress. By doing so, disease problems
may be avoided.

During breeding and moulting
Often, despite the best of care, breeding
or moulting birds can become “run down”.
Probiotic use is likely to protect the parents
and, during breeding, the babies from disease.

Following purchase and transport
Catching and confinement can be extremely
stressful particularly in naturally nervous
species. Interrupted feeding and drinking
patterns provide further physiological stress.

Following antibiotic use
Many antibiotics not only target diseasecausing bacteria, but also kill the beneficial
bacteria of the bowel. When antibiotic
treatment ceases, the bowel can re-populate
with bacteria from the birds’ immediate
environment. Probiotics can help protect the
birds from disease during this time.
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After fledging
Less disease can be expected
after weaning if birds are probioticsupplemented until they are feeding
properly and have established themselves
in the aviary.

Note on Probiotic Use
In some areas, the addition of fluoride or
chlorine to drinking water may interfere
with the action of probiotics. These
substances will, however, evaporate from
treated water if it is allowed to stand for
24 hours. Aviculturalists in any doubt are
best to set aside water to be medicated
with probiotics for 24 hours before use.
Simply standing the required volume of
water in several buckets awaiting use is
adequate. Alternatively, rainwater or distilled
water could be used. Most water-soluble
probiotic preparations can be added to the
feed. Indeed, with some preparations, this
ensures a more immediate and effective
delivery of the probiotics to the digestive
tract.

“Although not a
miracle cure, it
does seem that
probiotics can
be beneficial in
certain situations
to help maintain
the health of our
birds. “

Reprinted with the permission of Terry
Tuxford, Budgerigar World Magazine
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The Problem with
Tailless Wonders
Dr Hamish Baron BVSc (Hons)
FANZCVS (Avian Medicine and
Surgery bird vet)

has clinical disease (is missing flight feathers or
a tail) and is shedding the virus, it is possible
(and likely) that the chicks will become infected
and will drop their flights and tail feathers at
some stage during the breeding cycle.

Myth Three
The loss of flight feathers is not a big deal
because often they grow back.

At this time of year, there seems to be a
discussion surrounding polyomavirus, beak
and feather disease and the use of “Tailless
Wonders” or budgies that have cracking
heads and remarkable feather, but are missing
a tail or flight feathers from the wings.
Each year I hear the same stories from
breeders and in this article I’d like to dispel
some of the myths.

This is partially true; if these chicks are infected
with polyomavirus they will often grow their
flight feathers back when they moult. However,
polyomavirus causes much more than just
loss of flight feathers. In a budgie aviary
experiencing a disease outbreak, we expect to
see a rise in the number of dead in shell (DIS)
chicks that grow to full term and fail to hatch,
an increase in the number of addled eggs
(chicks that die mid-incubation), increased
infant mortality at 6-10 days of age where
apparently healthy chicks die for no reason.

Myth One
The feathers are missing because of a mite.
It is true that one of the causes of feather
loss in birds can be a mite called quill mite
belonging to the Syringophilopsis family, but
these mostly occur in Passeriformes (those
birds with three toes pointing forward and
one backwards) and most of these mites live
on the host and show no signs at all for their
entire lifecycle.

Myth Two

If you pair one bird without flights and one bird
with flights, the chicks will not have disease.
The two viruses that cause feather loss in
budgerigars polyomavirus and circovirus (beak
and feather disease virus) are transmitted
in droppings, oral secretions, feather and
skin dander, via dirt or dust in the nest box,
burrowing mites and possibly via the egg –
although this is not confirmed. So, if one parent

Missing flight feathers.

Myth Four
Dipping affected birds in Virkon S or F10 SC
will fix polyomavirus.
As discussed, the virus is transmitted in a
number of different ways, and whilst dipping
birds in a viricidal disinfectant will decrease
the amount of virus on the birds’ feathers, it
will not do anything to treat the virus, nor will it
decrease shedding of the virus once the chick
4th Quarter 2020 – Budgie News Victoria
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dries out. At present, the only effective
“treatment” of polyomavirus is to stop
breeding and allow all chicks to grow for
six months, when they are no longer so
susceptible. This effectively breaks the
lifecycle of the virus and prevents young birds
becoming a source of infection.
In order to prevent adult birds from shedding
the virus it is important to provide low stress
environments with low stocking densities,
clean aviaries with high standards of hygiene.
Bringing in new birds that have previously
not been exposed to your aviary birds may
facilitate infection (either transmission from the
new birds or from your birds to the new bird)
and so if you introduce a new bird to your
flights, not breeding with them for six months
will help to prevent outbreaks.
Breaking the polyomavirus cycle is frustrating
and difficult. Frustrating because it means
stopping breeding when you want to be
producing chicks, and difficult because it
requires a massive effort to clean and disinfect
the aviary to prevent re-infection. In order
to do this, you must remove all the organic
material (dust, feathers, faeces) from the
aviary, nesting boxes and breeding cages
– this can then be followed by a viricidal
disinfectant sprayed on and washed off with a
cloth, before being sprayed on and allowed to
dry on all surfaces.

Missing tail and flight feathers.
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Allow all the chicks to mature to greater than 6
months old; any chicks that do not grow their
flights back should be taken to a veterinarian
for euthanasia to prevent ongoing disease
transmission. Lastly, it is time that we as a
hobby stop selling, gifting or otherwise using
these birds with no primary feathers in the
breeding room. If we eliminated this practice,
those birds that are infected will not pass on
the infection and we will work to reduce the
infection rate and hopefully in the future we will
not need to have the annual discussion about
the cracking bird at home with no tail!

Acknowledgement
This article by Dr. Hamish Baron is supplied
by the World Budgerigar Organisation
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Society, U.K.

History of the Budgerigar
Council of Victoria 1886-1972
In place of a club profile this edition, we
thought it timely to reflect on the history,
achievements and challenges of the BCV
from its early days. In light of the COVID
pandemic, the National, local club and State
shows were unable to proceed. 2020 will no
doubt go down in history as one of the most
challenging years to date for members, local
clubs and the BCV. The hobby has stood firm
over the years and will continue to go from
strength to strength in the years to come. The
history of the Budgerigar Council of Victoria
was commissioned by Council in 2014 as ’a
chronological document to record the journey
taken by many individuals over a vast number
of years.’ In this edition of Budgie News we
have also included the pictorial trend of the
Standard at the appropriate points in the
chronology. The forward to the History states,
’We felt it necessary to document this journey
and record the achievements made from the
beginning of the formation of Clubs, Societies,
to the arrival of a Standard for the Budgerigar
for breeding and colour expectations and
Show purposes.’
Every member helps shape the future of
the hobby. We acknowledge the work
and achievements from those who are no
longer with us, celebrate the success and
contributions of current members and aspire
to grow membership and recognition of this
great hobby.
In this edition of Budgie News, we will
commence the journey at 1886 and pause at
1972 when membership had fallen for several
clubs.

1886.
Formation of the Victorian Canary, Budgerigar
& Caged Bird Society. This was the oldest
bird club in Australia. Some history I believe
can be traced through the Victorian cage bird
society.

1933.
In August 1933 the Budgerigar Club of N.S.W.
in association with the Royal Zoological
Society of N.S.W. conceived the idea of the
creation of an Australasian Budgerigar Council,
representative of Budgerigar Breeders in each
of the States for the purpose of making an
effort to overcome the disabilities associated
with the fancy as well as providing a Standard
for existing and new varieties created here and
not found in any other parts of the World.
The proposal met with a ready response at
an informal meeting in Melbourne September
6th. 1933. One resolution was arrived at.
That in the opinion of this meeting the time is
opportune for the formation of an Australasian
Budgerigar Council for the purpose of fixing a
Standard for the Budgerigar and to consider
any other matters relating to the breeding
development exhibiting and judging of this
bird. A further resolution requesting the
various Budgerigar Societies in each State
and New Zealand to appoint representatives
to give effect to the agreed resolution. That
conference took place on October 25th.
1933. State represented were N.S.W., S.A.,
Tasmania, Victoria. A constitution was drawn
up and the Council became an established
fact. Subsequently Queensland and New
Zealand appointed representatives and
the arduous task of compiling a Standard
of perfection was entered up. A tentative
standard was first prepared, and this was
submitted to the various affiliated societies
in each State, of course many suggestions,
amendments and proposals were submitted.
The evolving of the standard was a slow
tedious task.
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Finally, the differences of were ironed out and
the council was in a position to submit to
fanciers throughout the world the considered
opinion of the leaders of the fancy in Australia
as to what constitutes the ideal bird of
all recognized varieties of the budgerigar.
Absolute unanimity was not achieved with
S.A. choosing to withdraw at the last minute.
Neville Cayley esq. at the time the celebrated
Australian artist, and well-known authority
on ornithology prepared the colour charts
as agreed and drew the accepted standard
pictorial. Whilst some slight alterations to the
World’s existing standards have been found
essential, in order to provide classifications
for varieties peculiar to Australasia, such a
departure must not be construed in the light
of an estrangement from accepted ideas; but
rather as an earnest endeavour to cater for all
varieties. It is the keen desire of Australasian
fanciers to cooperate with kindred bodies
and assist in any matters affecting the culture
of the Budgerigar. Also, in Victoria there was
the formation of the Metropolitan Budgerigar
& Cage Bird Society. There were Annual
Shows held in Melbourne around this era.
The Tasmanian Society held their first Annual
Show. The late George Manallack from
Bendigo wrote in Budgie news in 1990 as to a
query about the oldest Budgerigar Society in
Australia. He stated he had been a continuous
member of the Bendigo Budgerigar & Cage
Bird Society since 1934 and in his belief the
Society had been operating for a few years
before his joining. 1935.Formation of the
Hawthorn District Budgerigar Society. The
Victorian Society organised an open Show in
the Melbourne Town hall for 1935 /6 which
was judged by Mr. Tom Jones.1937.South
Suburban Cage Bird & Budgerigar Society
founded, along with existing Societies, such
as Geelong, Coburg, Footscray, Northern
Districts, and
The Victorian. Australian Cage Birds magazine
reported the arrival of the first Crested
budgerigars in an aviary of the Mathews in
Kogarah.

1935.
Formation of the Hawthorn District Budgerigar
Society. The Victorian Society organised an
open Show in the Melbourne Town hall for
1935 /6 which was judged by Mr. Tom Jones.
18
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1937.
South Suburban Cage Bird & Budgerigar
Society founded, along with existing Societies,
such as Geelong, Coburg, Footscray, Northern
Districts, and The Victorian Australian Cage
Birds magazine reported the arrival of the
first Crested budgerigars in an aviary of the
Mathews in Kogarah.

1938.
Formation of Northcote & District Budgerigar
Society. At this stage Budgerigars were
shown in 6 sections and 22 classes. Sections
being Old Budgerigars. Young Budgerigars.
Pairs. Hens. Selling Class & Ladies class.
Budgies an Annual major attraction at the
Royal Melbourne Show.

1940.
First Royal Show. Spitfire appeal. Entry 10
cents each. Trophy valued at $6.30. Sale class
entry $1.00 Trophy $100.00. Average wage
$9.00. Unconfirmed and only a note to verify.
There was a combined Metropolitan and
Northern Suburbs Society Show in aid of the
Red Cross. 350 birds benched for the three
Judges Mrs. Harrison, Mr. H. Heath, Mr. F.
Gardner. Held at the Independent Hall, Collins
Street, Melbourne. Most Societies were in
recess during the war.

After a lengthy duration from 1935 until now
a meeting was agreed by all Societies to be
convened to form a Victorian budgerigar
council.

The first ring Order was sourced from Sydney.
1,500 rings at a farthing each. (Quarter of a
penny, or a quarter of a cent each.) Annual
Shows were held at the Exhibition Buildings
Carlton, attracting at the first Show an entry of
385 birds.

1944.

1951.

1943.

Monday 14th.February a conference of Bird
Societies was held at the Temperance Hall
Melbourne. Two Delegates and the Secretary
from all active Societies were present for
the first time in History. Objective; To clarify
all existing known varieties and classify new
varieties of Budgerigars. Also, that a meeting
of all Societies / Clubs, be continued on a
monthly basis, enabling a controlling body to
be formed. The main purpose was to draft an
even classification for all Societies to adhere
to so members visiting any other Society
would know exactly the class to enter their
birds, also with a common judging standard
everyone could relate to. This was the start of
our now most successful Budgerigar Council.
It was known as; The Victorian Cage Bird &
Budgerigar Council. Seven Societies were
affiliated at this time. Victorian, Hawthorn,
Metropolitan, Northcote districts, Footscray,
Coburg and South suburban.

The Council decided to operate as a
Budgerigar Council only and the Cage bird
section was deleted. Affiliated Clubs were
Colac, Coburg, Hawthorn, Metropolitan,
Northern districts, Northern Tasmania, South
suburban, Tasmania, Victoria, Geelong, and
Corio. So, the Budgerigar Council of Australia
was founded. This then became the Official
Victorian Governing body for Budgerigar
Societies. The constitution was duly amended
by a subcommittee of Mrs. Harrison, Messrs.
Selford, Carter, Sitlington, and Gardner.
President; Mr. Sitlington. Also, the Judges
school commenced. A standard and a colour
chart were also adopted. A ring making
machine was procured. Mr. Armstead supplied
the aluminium tube and also maintained the
machine and Messer. Carter, Evans, and
Hughes manufactured the rings. Maybe these
gentlemen had aspirations to become the
governing body for the whole of Australia.

1954.
Bendigo held their first Diploma Show.
Records do not indicate if it was a B.C.A.
sanctioned show or not. Any-way it was their
first official recorded Diploma Show.

1956.
Mr. Frank Gardner elected President. Mr
Stitlington retired after 10 years in office.
Show cage drinkers designed manufactured
in cast aluminium and thousands sold. Council
now had 47 affiliated Clubs with a total of
2,650 members. Council meetings were
run by delegates 2 from each Club. Monthly
bulletins printed distributed by mail. U.B.C. &
Young Bird Shield Competitions Annually. The
U.B.C. Shield Competition named after Mr. L.
Stitlington.

1957.
In August this year the Council in their
wisdom amended the name classifications
of Budgerigars and expect all Societies and
members to follow suit. We realise that it will
take time but a word here should assist.
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The wording Old Birds is very misleading
and people at Shows expect to see birds on
crutches and in wheel chairs. The adopted
names for birds now are; Adult Birds are all
birds over the young bird classes. Young Birds
are current year birds, having attained the
plumage of Adult Birds. On the 30th. Of June,
June each year, these birds, irrespective of
age (including late bred U.B.C’s) become Adult
Birds. Unbroken Caps. On the first of July
each year new rings are issued. The birds rung
are Unbroken Caps until they malt at varying
times up to four months. After this moult they
become young birds.

1958.
Rings manufactured and anodised, and
numbered by an outside source, because of
the high volume now reached. Distribution
numbers for the ring issue 188,000. Hawthorn
Society, the top Club with membership of 310.
Griffith Budgerigar & Cage Bird Society held
their First Annual Open Show at the Griffith
Show Grounds.

average 2 cents a ring.) Rings ordered
200,000. The Council recommended the
Constitution be made smaller and easier
workable with less amendments cluttering up
the efficiency of the working body. Duly agreed
and the rules became operative in May 1959.

1960.
Due to demand, rings ordered were 250,000.
A record. A big Show was planned for 1960 /
61. The show to be staged at the Exhibition
Buildings. To kick off Moomba in conjunction
with, and to aid the blind & retarded children
Institute. Expected trophy value to exceed
eight hundred pounds. Suddenly cancelled by
the powers to be at the Blind Institute, so it
never went ahead.

1961.
55 Societies were affiliated with the B.C.A. in
February of this year. 4,000 Rules & Standard
Books were printed to a new Standard, to
be distributed to the current members. At
the October monthly management meeting
the format was changed to a manageable
committee of eight instead of the fourty plus
delegates. It was deemed more practical
to arrive at an agreeable opinion of all
management issues pertaining to the running
of the fancy. The first committee was, Frank
Gardner, Harold Heath, Bill Munday, Ted
Raven, Evan Stafford, Dave Bassett, Frank
Dohrman, and John English. They still reported
to the delegates at regular meetings, who then
took the information back to their respective
society’s.

1962.

1959.
Ring issue numbers up on the previous year
with 170,000 ordered in the first three months.
At one pound ten shillings per 100. (Equivalent
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We now had achieved a National standard
colour for rings. This being red. Roy
Thompson the B.C.A. official ring registrar, at
the time reported that in July he had issued his
one millionth ring, a great achievement while
holding that position. A new standard was
issued including historical notes on varieties,
colours and markings. It was jointly issued
by the Australasian Budgerigar Society and
The Budgerigar Council of Australia. . It was
then to be updated every five years by the
B.C.A.(Victoria.) October 1962 was the tenth
anniversary of the running of the U.B.C. Shield.
As is now only variety class individual awards
are handed out. This Show was held in

Warragul. Twenty eight Clubs competed. This
year there were sixty four Diploma Shows
with approximately 1,350 financial members
registered.

Major conversation for the first time was
Plastic cages. Still are being debated. The
Royal Melbourne Show entries started to
recede from a high of 500 down to 255. As
this was the shop window for the public to
view the hobby the Show management in
their wisdom raised entry fees by 100% to
0.50cents / bird. This basically destroyed
the Royal Melbourne Show for Budgerigars
as it also was a four day show and it never
recovered. At the Annual Griffith Bird Show at
the Show Grounds in Griffith N.S.W. a meeting
between Sydney and Melbourne budgerigar
fanciers who were exhibiting there, prompted
by the Griffith members, convened to explore
and discuss the formation of a national body
and the running of a National competition.
Many points were discussed ranging from the
written standards of the various States, (five
different ones were in existence) different show
cages, and the difference in the scale of points
allocated to the birds from State to State. All
agreed that these differences would need to
be resolved first and it would then allow a way
towards the running of a truly National Show.

1968.

52 Clubs affiliated with the B.C.A. Numbers
continue to decline at the Royal Melbourne
Show with only 307 exhibits. Shield Show
numbers increased to 700.

Rings are on the decline with 50,700 sold,
compared with the halcyon days of the late
50’s and early 60’s. Australia exported a
record 20,000 tonne of bird seed to England
this year. Because of declining numbers,
Clubs were encouraged to amalgamate.
Consensus was better meetings, better
financial situations, and less duplicating of
administrations duties. History was made
after the Griffith Annual Show when the five
delegates from Vic. & N.S.W. took the results
of their meeting back to their respective
governing bodies and convinced them a
National Standard and eventual Competition
would be good for the hobby. It was agreed
there was no difference between the two
standards (N.S.W. & VIC.) in practice only on
paper.

1967.

1969.

1965.
Twenty three Societies participated in the
Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield where the
new scoring method was introduced and
accepted positively. The Adult bird Shield
was poorly supported with only two Societies
competing and only 100 birds benched.

1966.

February. Bayside Club held a two day
Show at Chadstone Shopping Centre which
was very successful as a show and in the
promotion of the Hobby. It was noticed at
the management meetings that Delegates
irregularly turned up for meetings, some said
a lot and did nothing, others said nothing, and
did nothing, while a few said a little and did a
lot and were always there to be relied on.

Mr Frank Gardner retired from the Presidency
of the B.C.A. after 25 years plus in the
position. The Young Bird Shield was duly
named The Frank Gardner Young Bird Shield
in recognition of the wonderful service Mr.
Gardner had already given to the development
and advancement of the Budgerigar Hobby in
Victoria.
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1970.
Still 45 Clubs affiliated with the B.C.A. The
Budgerigar Council of Australia decided to
hold a Championship in conjunction with the
Blind Institute but after progressing almost
to the date was cancelled full stop. So, the
second Championship Show held in February
1971 at the Chadstone Shopping Centre.
Open to all. There were 860 entries. It was
successful but the B.C.A. Council was very
disappointed with the support or Interest in
the Show that had been promised but failed to
materialise. They then agreed for a third Show
the following year still at Chadstone. Noting to
all members taking into
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account distances, that if each local member
put in 4 birds there would be over 2,400 birds
benched. It was a very successful Show with
1,020 birds benched with Len Vines taking out
Champion Bird.

1972.
Club reductions had begun as interest started
to wane, so Vic. Metropolitan, Hawthorn, and
Bayside merged to create Batman Budgerigar
Club, which met in Caulfield. They regularly
had over 100 members at their monthly night
meetings.

You be the Judge Competition
Have you ever thought about becoming a
judge and joining the ranks of the BCV judging
team or are looking for an opportunity to
sharpen your skills and identify what makes
for a winning bird? Now is the time for you to
be the judge. The competition is open to all
members, whether Beginner, Champion or
anywhere in between. The rules are simple.
Place the ten birds that follow in order from
1st place to 10th place on the show bench.
A senior judge will also rank the birds from
1st place through to 10th place, and if your
ranking is the same, you’ll be up for a chance
to win a bag of Budgie Gold from Green Valley
Grains. We have also included a copy of the
pictorial standard if required when making your
selection.

If you want to be in for a chance to win the
bag of Budgie Gold email your results in the
order, you would place them on the show
bench (please use the letter designated to
each bird to reflect your ranking) to BCV
secretary James Smith at budgeman77@
hotmail.com if more than one contestant has
the same winning result the overall winner will
be drawn out of a hat.
The senior judge’s results and the winner will
be published in the next edition of Budgie
News.
Entries must be in by 11:59 pm January 22,
2021.
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BUDGIE
GOLD

Formulated in conjunction
with BudgieVIC.
Green Valley Grains Budgie
Gold is the perfect mix for
your breeding birds,
supplying superior
nutrition in a highly
palatable mix.

www.greenvalleygrains.com
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Pairing Budgerigars
A beginners guide
Contributor: Martin Paoli
Many times, I have been asked by Beginners,
as to how they should pair their birds?
My reply is that it’s not a quick or easy answer,
but the following general basic guidelines may
help.

A. The cock and hen
Must be in good breeding condition and both
need to be active, alert, showing no sign of
moult and of young stock, say 1 to 2 years of
age.

B. The cock
Must have a bright blue cere, and not greenish
blue or worst still a brown cere which tends to
signify that his sexual organs have ceased to
function.

C. The hen
In general, needs to have a nut brown cere
and be carrying good strong muscular body
weight, which tends to signify it has a good
store of vitamins, minerals and calcium in
its musculature and skeletal structure, so it
can produce an abundance of eggs. Not to
be confused with the overweight hen that
could be old, or needs exercise, or over fed
supplements and tonics. It is these overweight
hens that have an increased risk of becoming
egg bound during the breeding season.

D. When selecting a pair

hide to an extreme amount.

E. The reverse can happen
When placing a bird in a show cage, an
individual can lift its show potential, and rating,
by having a natural disposition to show to its
full degree. It is this trait in budgerigars when
combined with good physical qualities that
may lead to developing a Champion bird.

F. Try and obtain good sound healthy stock
Source from an experienced breeder who
can help with mating choices and offer advice
when needed. Remember that the lesser hen
from good breeding stock, still has the same
genes of its superior sibling, just displayed
differently. I’ve found that these hens tend to
be more inclined to breed well.

G. Pair positive
By this I mean, if your cock has a broad wide
head showing good lateral feather, try and find
a hen that has the same characteristic. If your
hen has a massive wide chest/shoulder with
good mask, try and find a cock with the same
characteristic. The offspring of both pairs can
be mated together, and you will end up with
a percentage of birds that have a broad wide
head with good lateral feather and a large
chest/shoulder with good mask.
I’ve just touched on the intricacies that
need to be taken in to account when pairing
budgerigars, and I hope this article will help
give some insight in the fun of pairing up.

It is important to compare the cock and hen
in a show cage. The obvious reasons are not
to double up on faults such as lack of size,
small throat spots, small head width, poor
back scull and poor deportment. Another less
obvious reason, that I have observed, is the
birds’ showmanship. Some birds look fantastic
“chortling” in the aviary, but when placed in
a show cage, display characteristics that are
undesirable, for example, instead of blowing
their head feather forward they pull back or
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Streamlining Your Breeding
Program
Contributor: Stephen Mow

8. Culling starts when babies leave the nest.

1. When trying to streamline a breeding
programme try and produce from your best
birds only and use your others as feeders.

9. With laws of inheritance, small x small
breeds small, so always cull accordingly,
eg. if you want long feather cull heavily birds
with shorter feather, but always remember
that short feathered birds breed from 2 long
feathered parents carry the long feather gene.

2. a. Establish good bird keeping skills
b. Establish a consistent time table
c. Ask yourself, would you be happy with
that eg: food, cleanliness etc, if that applied
to you.
3. Line breeding is a way of cementing
features you desire in your birds. Doubling up
on a feature cements that feature but always
remember it cements every other feature as
well.
4. Generally speaking two beautiful looking
people produce beautiful looking offspring.
The same principal applies to all forms of
livestock. Always try a give the best cocks the
best hens. A simple rule to follow.
5. As mentioned earlier always try and
reproduce from your best. From my best
cocks I always try and use multiple hens by
fostering babies or eggs. I never burn hens
unless they are 4 years old anything younger, I
only take two rounds of eggs per season.
6. I like my hens to hatch and start their babies
themselves as this allows me to record the
baby’s origin. Once rung they can be moved
anywhere allowing your best to start the next
round, occasionally I move the eggs trying to
make sure, I can easily locate the babies when
they feather up.
7. The most important principal to remember
is make sure your birds are fit before pairing.
There are many additives available to use and
if you have trouble with fertility incorporate
these into your birds’ diet prior to pairing up.
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10. Very simply all birds must have the feature
I require, or they are culled, lesser brother and
sister are culled but I always keep backups.
Never forget genetically all babies from your
pairing can potentially reproduce.
11. If I can keep between 10 – 20% then I am
happy. Always try to keep more hens than
cocks, as it is hard to buy good hens.
12. As I have a small stud I try and keep
around 10 young cocks and 20 hens per
season.

Disease Free?
Is this what you really want?
The Roving Reporter
Every breeder of birds, and for that matter,
animals in general, likes to think that their
breeding stock and therefore youngsters, are
free of disease and sickness. You like to tell
visitors and prospective buyers how clean and
healthy your stock are. You certainly do not
want them thinking dirty and unhealthy.
How many times have you heard it said, “so
and so bought stock from Jo Jo and had
nothing but trouble with them!”. Now Jo Jo
has a bad reputation and it will certainly not
be his fault the birds deteriorated in their new
environment. It was also probably not so and
so’s fault his purchases deteriorated, it just
may have been bad luck and the fact that
the birds from Jo Jo’s were too clean, NOT
DISEASE ridden.
Something to think about - if birds are kept
in sterile conditions, they will be susceptible
to any and every pathogen in their new
environment. To build a resistance the bird
needs to be exposed to disease. Closed
flocks also have similar problems when
both selling and buying birds. Birds are only
exposed to “bugs” within the home flock and
can be very susceptible to outside “bugs”.
Showing birds is a good way to expose and
introduce new “bugs” creating a healthy
environment. Birds brought home from shows
are often stressed and their resistance can be
lowered. We have all had birds which when
returned from a show went backwards fast.
Many of us will have had birds die after shows.
Recognising the fact that your birds will have
picked up a new bug will give you a head start
in reducing the effects and damage these new
“bugs” will cause. Look after those birds after
shows, pamper them, make sure they are
eating the night of the show.

To be resistant to disease birds must have
been exposed to disease. They need to
have developed the anti-bodies of the
disease. Sometimes you will clearly see this
development of anti-bodies. The birds will be
fluffed for a few hours while feeling a bit off.
Most of the time you will not see birds develop
this resistance. They may feel flat, they may
not be very active but generally, while they
develop anti-bodies, they will carry out their
normal daily activities.
When you buy a bird do you quarantine it?
Of course, you do! Do you add a controlled
companion while in quarantine? I would not
think many breeders do. You really need
to assess the health of the bird while in
quarantine. Why do you do this? In case it
introduces sickness to your birds. But what
will your birds introduce to the new purchase.
Will the new “bugs” it meets kill it? Introducing
a control bird from your flock is the easiest
way to assess and if necessary, treat the effect
both ways.
So, it may not be the fault of the person you
purchased your new bird from. It would most
probably have been very healthy in his bird
room. The stresses you placed on the birds by
bringing it to a new environment, new feeding
regime, new housemates, new “bugs” and
your management of this new acquisition, will
have a major bearing on its initial health. If it
was good enough to bring home, look after it.
Let it reach its potential at your establishment.
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Member Profile

AVIARY SET UP
When Peter was 8 years old, he had a small
cage set up. When his Dad realised, he was
fair dinkum, he built an aviary that had 12
breeding boxes and one good size flight. “You
could walk in the door and the breeding boxes
were inside an area with a roof and walls. ”
When Peter got back into the hobby he didn’t
intend to show. He had 4 boxes for breeding
and a small flight and in 3 years expanded to
his current set up with 30 breeding cages”.
Peter has recently extending the bird room
with brick to keep mice out and another flight
with a bigger breeding room to work with the
birds and train them for shows.

BREEDING SEASON
Peter pairs up mid to late June for the main
breeding season and tries to breed for the
UBC but says it’s tricky this time of year.

BCV member: Peter Tyack
Club: Bendigo
FIRST INTEREST IN BUDGERIGARS
Peter was introduced to budgerigars by his
grandfather Jack. Jack started breeding in
the 1930’s and Peter would go up to his
grandfather’s place as a kid to see the birds.
“He had a big loft for pigeons and a section
for the budgies. He got me interested.” Peter’s
father worked with Erwin Baker at the Bendigo
Railway Workshops and the connection with
Erwin and his budgies began. “When Dad
couldn’t take me to the shows Erwin would.”
Like many kids interested in the hobby the
teenage years offer many new life options.
When he got to the age of 14 to 15 footy took
over and he got out of the hobby and became
a champion footballer in the Bendigo league.
As a young adult Peter didn’t think about
budgies but would drop into the agricultural
show to catch up with old friends and look at
the birds on display. “One year Erwin asked
me to drop around to his place and I came
home with a pair of Lutinos and after a little
while I joined the club.” Peter was 8 when he
started breeding budgies and was in his late
40’s when his passion was reignited.
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BLOODLINES
Peter has Erwin Baker’s Lutino bloodline and
birds obtained from well known breeders.
Peter was very grateful for the help that
he received from club members when his
numbers were very low a few years ago.
“I thought I had lost Erwin’s line and then
the birds fired up again and are now going
strong.”

PAIRING
Peter has been working on length of mask.
“Bob helped pair up and we have got length
of mask as a more consistent feature. I have
been looking to further consolidate that feature
and get more back skull onto the birds. ” Peter
has some birds with good size but wants to
increase the number of bigger birds. Peter
is an intermediate breeder but has his eye
on the open section. “You look at the State
Championship show and in the open section
and they are big birds.” Peter knows where
he is heading and is working to achieve these
goals. Directional feather is another feature
Peter is working on. “The feather is starting to
come along, especially after last year.” Peter
identified the feature in a couple of birds and
is now working to enhance the feature in
other birds. “I’ll pair the birds back to keep
the feature coming on in the chicks.” “Bob
Keetelaar has been fantastic in recent seasons
with his advice and helping me ‘get the
pairings right’ to work towards achieving the
features that are needed in the modern show
budgie and the certain features that l want to
improve on particularly in my stock”.

passion for the birds. I like seeing what you
breed each year and the challenge it brings.
I also find it relaxing. I don’t think of anything
but the birds when I’m in the bird room.”

INSPIRATION
“My inspiration was Jack and Erwin. They
encouraged me to keep going, be involved in
the club and to have a great hobby to keep
improving the birds. I’ve got a passion for the
birds.”

PAIR SELECTION
“I let the birds go in the flight together. I don’t
separate the sexes. I think it is better that way
and it certainly helps the young birds learn
about what they need to do. I think it fires
them up for the breeding season. You might
also find two good birds pair up naturally.”

HYGIENE AND BIRD HEALTH
Peter likes to keep the bird room as clean as
possible. “Time is everyone’s worst enemy.
I clean at least once a week.” Peter takes a
different approach with the breeding cages.
“I’m more careful with the breeding cages. I
don’t disturb them too much but will clean out
large accumulations of droppings.” Over the
last couple of years Peter always makes sure
clean water is always available for the birds.
“I believe the birds do suffer if it’s not.” Peter
is aware of the dangers of bird dust, “I always
wear a mask when cleaning and I vacuum
where possible. I’ve got onto an air purifier and
will be using this as well.”

GREATEST ASSET OF BEING IN THE HOBBY

“Peter was very
grateful for the
help he received
from club
members when
his numbers were
very low a few
years ago.”

“The social contact with members and having a
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LOWEST POINT

.ADVICE FOR BEGINNERS

4 to 5 years ago Peter had a couple of bad
breeding season in a row and time was
a challenge. “It was a turning point about
whether I would keep going. With help from
people I mentioned I got back on track.”
Erwin’s Lutino line was touch and go. “The
thought of losing Erwin’s line was terrible, but
conditions changed, and I’ve still got that line
today. I think I still must improve the line more,
but I would like to think Erwin would be happy
that I made a point to keep the line alive and
keep going. Lutino’s were the first pair he gave
me.”

Purchase birds off well known breeders. Be
patient. Remember it’s a journey. The hobby
has its ups and downs.

HIGHEST POINT
Best Albino in a Diploma show.

FAVOURITE VARIETY
Lutino
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OTHER TIPS TO IMPROVE AND SUSTAIN AN
EXHIBITION BUDGERIGAR STUD
“Line breeding. Get someone who knows
where the hobby is heading to help you pair
up your birds. Get the pairings right. This is
where Bob Keetelaar has been a great help.
Also, selective outcrosses to complement the
birds you’ve got. The mistake I made when
numbers were low was, I went to auctions and
bought too many birds and wasn’t selective
enough. It took me a few years to get them
back on track. I was trying to get the numbers
up. It is worth reading The Challenge by
Gerald Binks. Don’t be afraid to ask for help.”
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Contributions
Letters and articles are welcome and should be addressed to:
The Editor
Budgie News
Email: editorbudgienews@gmail.com
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Contributions for the next
publication close 22nd
January 2021

Servicing
Central Victoria
for over 40 years.
1977

Years

2021

Printing
in Central
Victoria

Graphic design

Promotional material

Digital printing

Signs, Flags & Banners

Offset printing

Laser engraving

Large format printing

Website development

and so much more...
20-22 Deborah Street, Bendigo

5441 6600
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Proudly supporting the Budgerigar Council of Victoria Inc.
and their production of Budgie News.
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